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This month. . .

Chairpersons Report
Hello Members,
Coming towards the end of the year with everyone
getting into busy mode, we were unable to secure Mari
Garcia this year for her lecture on “Love and Marriage”.
But fortunately, that date on 18th October will now be
filled by the popular Kim Akinta who has been have
booked in for a Zoom session on “Midpoints”. It will be held at the South
Perth Learning Centre. Links to Zoom will be sent to members who have
paid for this event and prefer to watch from home. I am looking forward
to brushing up on my midpoint knowledge, as it has gone a bit rusty over
the years, through lack of use.
It should be a nice get-together for Kim, with a cup of tea and some
biscuits, and a bit of socializing and catchup. Mari Garcia will be giving her
presentation early next year, which is something to look forward to.
We will have a great finale to the year with Jeannette Lewis-Hill speaking
world-wide on Breaking Down the Borders on Friday 6th November at
either 6:00pm or 7:00pm. She will be presenting on the topic “Musing on
the Number Twelve”. It will be substantially different from her previous
talk on the Twelve Tribes. There are many international astrologers
lecturing over three consecutive days and we are very proud that
Jeannette is representing Perth, WA.
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– Jeannette Lewis Hill
Transits to the personal
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Editor:

Joanna Clifton

We also, have the AGM on the 22nd November, which should be a great
deal of fun. Barbie always has great themes for this event plus quizzes
and lots of laughs. Everyone is invited so please support us if you can.
Best wishes,

Best wishes,

Jeff Farrow
FAAWA Chair 2020
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FAAWA Event

Love & Marriage
Presented by Mari Garcia

POSTPONED
Date TBA in 2021
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November 6th – 8th 2020
https://astrologyconference.org/

WA PRESENTATION
Jeannette Lewis – Hill
Weekend of 7th – 8th November
Time TBA
Online or join Jeannette at the South Perth Learning Centre

Our Number is 12
This presentation explores one of the great foundations of astrology, the Number 12, which
is profoundly connected with cosmic and earthly measure and life. Remembering that the
chart is referenced to physical objects and spatial points, and yet expresses spiritual truths,
it is natural to turn to Sacred Geometry and Sacred Number to better understand the
building blocks which underlie our interpretations of the Heavens.
The mystical 12 is present in nature, psyche, society, and spirit. There are 12 signs and 12
houses; 12-fold geometry generates our common aspects. History has recorded sacred 12tribe nations in which astrological symbolism is made manifest on earth, yielding great
success for the culture during the time the system is in operation.
There is both solar and lunar knowledge in the duo of 12 and 13, where the mystical centre
has been recognised in countless religions. Think of King Arthur and the 12 Knights, or Jesus
and the 12 Apostles.
The study of 12 is uplifting, inspiring, and reassuring as we learn how deeply our art is based
on cosmic structure.

Details on price and how to register TBA
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Transits to the Personal Midpoints
Presented by Kim Akinta

Sunday 18th October 2020
2pm – 4pm WST
Online via ZOOM Meeting and at the
South Perth Learning Centre
Kim introduces working with Midpoints in Predictive Astrology using the
leading software: Solar Fire. You will be enticed to cast your 90° dials aside for
a much easier technique to identify Transits to the Personal Midpoints.
We examine the chart of Rienhold Ebertin - The Father of Cosmobiology to
illustrate the power of using Midpoints in Predictive Astrology.
Along with the themes of outer planets, some history and the top three
Midpoints every Astrologer needs to check.
Kim has specialised in Midpoints since her graduation in 1990 and has
accumulated thirty years’ experience in the technique.

$7 Concession

$10 Members

$12 Non-Member

Payment Options – EFT to FAAWA Bank West: BSB # 306-084 Account # 4162672
Or Pay cash or cheque only on the day if attending at the SPLC (no credit card facilities).

** Due to Social distancing the SPLC will only allow 15 persons per room.
If you would like to attend the session in person please book by emailing
jencoad@iinet.net.au to reserve your place.

If you are happy to tune in online, please register by sending an email to
jencoad@iinet.net.au and we will send you a link to the meeting prior to the day.
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Kim Akinta
Kim Akinta Dip. Astro. FAA (1990) is a Modern Humanistic Astrologer who
trained with Bernadette Brady in South Australia from 1987-1990. The
first government funded Australian Astrologer (NEIS/SEVS:1992), Kim
served on the FAASA Committee in the 90’s, in various roles and has
been the Social Media Chair on The AFAN Steering Committee 2018|19.
Kim has an extensive background over two decades in three States
working in Community Services across the Youth and Disability Sectors.
After graduating in Graphic Design in 2007 Kim returned to Professional
Astrological Practice in 2016.
Kim founded and administrates the 24k Facebook Group: Astrology
Explorers, her Public Page: Kim Akinta Astrologer has 5.7k Followers.
Kim creates Astro Info Graphics as she combines her Astrological
expertise and Graphic Design skills to educate thousands of enthusiasts
daily.
Kim lives on Brisbane’s Northside with her two teen children, dividing
her time between Astrology, Creative pursuits and parenting.
https://www.facebook.com/KimAkintaFAAPC/
@KimAkintaFAAPC
Presenting to FAAWA Sunday 18th October 2-4pm at the SPLC and ZOOM
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AANSW PRESENTS

US Election Panel
Who will Win?
Panel: Dr Neil Hair, Sid Dhiman,
Rozlyn Noble & Christina Stargazer

Saturday 10th October 2020
1:30pm EST (10:30am WST)
Online via Go-To-Meeting
Join us for a discussion that that will be based on different
astrological techniques to investigate and predict an election
outcome.
Dr Neil Hair is President of the Astrology Association of NSW and Principal of the Sydney
School of Numerology. He teaches personal and business numerology courses and
workshops, teaches astrology to numerologists, consults to individuals and businesses, and
researches the destiny of nations. Neil’s original background is in chemistry and he taught at
school and university, before becoming a financial analyst, software designer and managing
director of a software house. He began studying and researching numerology and astrology
in 1981, started teaching numerology in 1992, and established Sydney School of Numerology
in 2000. Neil resumed teaching chemistry and branched into biochemistry at a natural
therapies college from 2006 to 2018, and over the years has developed a passionate interest
in the links between science and spirituality.

Sid Dihman is an Astrologer, both Vedic and Western, Numerolgist, Tarot Reader and
Meditation Teacher. Sid has worked in many different fields showing a great deal of versatility
gaining knowledge from many different sectors. His hunger to gain more knowledge and his
childhood passion for the “Mystic World” made him dig deep into Astrology being the vast field
it is.
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Rozlyn Noble, Dip Astro (FAA), Cert Horary (STA)
Astrology has been a lifelong interest for Rozlyn culminating in 2016 with achieving the
Diploma of Astrology from the FAA, and also the certificate in Horary from the STA. She is a
current member of the AANSW.
Rozlyn specialises in the ancient technique of Horary. She utilises both traditional and modern
astrology methods to bring rich perspective to the questions clients bring.
Rozlyn is also a co-director and owner of Noble Performance Solutions – a
business/leadership consulting organisation and has applied Horary astrology with
international executives during times of transition/change.
Originally from New Zealand, Rozlyn has lived in Australia for 20 years. She is a keen
adventurer, participating in expeditions climbing, hiking, rafting and skiing around the globe.

Christine Thomas is a consultant, researcher and writer who practices Astrology and
Numerology in the Illawarra, South Coast & Southern Highlands of New South Wales,
Australia.
Christine teaches Astrology to the FAA Syllabus to a professional level or introduces those
interested in Astrology via short courses. Christine offers private consultations, facilitates
workshops and presents to a variety of community and social groups. Christine is on the
Committee of the Astrological Association of New South Wales (AANSW), is a NSW
Representative on the National Council of the Federation of Australia Astrologers and served
on the Steering Committee of the Association for Astrological Networking (AFAN). AFAN is
the international Association for Astrological Networking. Christine also co-facilitates the South
Coast Astrologers Group (SCAG).
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FAAWA AGM
&
XMAS Party
When:

Sunday 22 November 2020

Time:

12pm AGM followed by lunch

Venue:

The Secret Garden Café
64 Angelo Street South Perth
Buy your own lunch - extensive menu

Champagne/Wine will be supplied by FAA and buy soft drinks at the venue

Uranian theme - use your imagination to dress-up
There will be a quiz and prizes for best dressed
We welcome feedback and encourage members to be involved at a committee level. If you
have any ideas for 2021 or are interested in any position on the committee, please contact us
There are positions available for 2021 and nomination and proxy forms are attached to this
newsletter.
The AGM and Xmas party has Pisces rising and Sun in Sagittarius with the MC and Moon
moving into new signs within minutes of noon.
Everyone is welcome to Join us for a fun afternoon to celebrate the end of another year.
Please let us know if you are attending to ensure we book the right amount of space by sending an
email to Jenny Coad jencoad@iinet.net.au.

Hope to see you all there!
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